
Operation

Drainage 

Pedal drainage 

As the picture showed above, the 
drain is open. Step on it once, then 
close the drain; Step on it again, and 
then open the drain again.

Precautions for use

The water in a whirlpool should never exceed 104℉(40℃). Water 

temperatures between 100℉(38℃) and 104℉(40℃) are 
considered safe for a healthy adult. Use time should be limited to 
approximately 30 minutes, followed by a shower to cool down. 
Lower water temperatures are recommended for extended use 

younger children. If you become nauseous, dizzy or develop a 
headache, get out at once and cool down. Get medical attention if 
symptoms persist. Check with a physician before using whirlpool 
again.

Do not permit children to use this unit unless an adult closely 
supervises them at all times.  Supervision is also required when 
an elderly or handicapped individual uses whirlpool bath.

Person with a medical history of heart disease, low or high blood 
pressure, circulatory system problems or diabetes should consult 
a physician before using a whirlpool.

For the early months of pregnancy, pregnant or possibly pregnant 
women should limit whirlpool water temperature to 100℉(38℃), 
because the excessive water temperatures have a high potential 
for causing fetal damage.

The use of drugs or alcoholic beverages before or during 
whirlpool use may lead to unconsciousness with the possibility of 
drowning.
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Introduction
      In order to use our products safely and effectively, please read this 

instruction carefully. Improper installation, operation and maintenance 

will cause the damage to the products and charge you extra repairing fee.    

      —Thank you for you to choose our  bathtub ；

warranty registration form accurately；

      —If you need any help, please contact local distributor or our 

company directly；

      —Our company reserve the right to change all the models listed 

in this instruction without prior notice;

In order to install, use and maintain this product correctly 

and safely, please read and understand this instruction 

totally.

This instruction is a valuable source of product information 

to help the end user use the product safely and correctly. 

Please take good care of it and keep it from getting lost or 

soiled.

—Because of the difference of the market requirement and individual 

custom product, please refer to the corresponding content in this instruction 

according to the product and its functions you choose. In this way, you can 

install and operate the product correctly.

The installed place must equip with water supply and drainage:

Preparation before installation

Make sure the place you install the bathtub is strong enough to bear the total 
weight of bathtub, maximum water volume and the user.

Please reserve the drainage hole≥ø50mm, make sure the drainage pipes 
accord with the water valve.

stair will get damaged if water leaks.

Installation instruction

Although all our common tub are water tested before they leave our factory, 
there may be some loose of the hose connections due to the transport. We 
need water test the product before installation. The steps are as follow:

Inspection before installation

testing. And adjust the feet to make the bathtub level; 
b. Check if there is any loose of all the connection system;

for 10 minutes to inspect the tub for leaks;

Adjust the leveling feet
According to different sizes bathtubs, we design about several leveling feet 
to adjust the bathtub. Please use a wrench or level ruler to level the 
bathtub.

Note: If the bathtub is not level，it may 
lead :
- noise increased; 
-remaining water in the hoses or 
the drainage;

-bathtub shaking;

1.Adjust height of the leveling feet

2.Adjust screw nut to the level position

How to connect the water？

drain cover
drain valve

drain-pipe

drain-hole and then cover it with water retaining cover to 
prevent waste water spilling.
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